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An experimental investigation was conducted to determine the effect
of changes in shape of the rear fuselage of an airplane on ditching
behavior. The basic fusebge used in the investigationwas a streamline
body of revolution. Variations in longitudinal curvature of the bottom
of the fuselage were obtained by sweeping up or sweeping down the resr
half of the center line. A change in rear-fuselage cross section was
obtained by splitting the center line in the plan view. Most of the
tests were made with a fuselage of fineness ratio 6, but some tests
were made with a fuselage of fineness ratio 9 in order to determine the
effect of a change in fuselage fineness ratio. The models were landed
in calm water at the Langley tank no. 2 monorail at speeds of 30, 40,

G !50) and 60 feet per second.

The behavior of the models was recorded with a high-speed motion-
picture camera. The nmtion-picture records were analyzed amd the data
obtained are presented as curves of speed, attitude, and center-of-
gravity height plotted against time; in bar graphs; and in tabular form.

From the results of the investigation the following conclusions
were drawn. At the lower Landing speeds the flattened cross section is
desirable except where there is no longitudinal curvature. At the higher
landing speeds a rounded cross section shouldbe used to avoid skipping.
If the cross section is rounded a minimum amount of longitudinal curva-
ture gives the best behavior. H the cross section is flattened a mder-
ately curved profile is best. The fuselage with the higher fineness ratio
is more moderate in behavior and wilJ make the safer ditchings. At high
I-an- speeds minimum longitudinal curvature and rounded cross sections
are most desirable, and high longitudinal curvatures with flattened cross
sections become very dangerous. At low landing speeds moderate longi-
tudinal curvatures and moderately curved cross sections are most
desirable.

D
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INTRODUCTION .

In specific ditching investigations, difficulty has been experienced
in isolating the effects on ditching behavior of the various airplane
parts. The previous work has, h general, been llmited to determining the
ditching behavior of specific a@Mes, reco~em the safest ~tcti
procedure, W evaluating modifications to the airplane when necessary.

In a study of ditching behavior msmy design parameters must be con-
sidered, such as fuselage shape, wing and horizontal-tail location,
engine placement and protuberances, and the strength of the under side
of the a~lane. The effect of rear-fuselage shape was chosen for this
investigationbecause in a ditching the rear fusekge usually contacts
the water first and the hydrodynamic forces developed on this part of
the a~lane largely determine the degree to which the other airplane
parts enter the water and the damage done to the under side of the
airplane.

The data given are intended to show the Variation in ditching
behavior that can be obtained by changes in fuselage shape and to aid
the designer h selecting the fuselage shape which would give the most
satisfactory ditching behavior should a choice present itselX.

SYMBOLS

a

h

I

L

z

n

vertical distance of center of gravity above rear tip
of fuselage, Z sin(e + -r),in.

height (vertical distance) of center of gravity above
water, in.

skipping parameter

maximum ratio of height of center of gravity above
water to over-all fusebge length

moment of inertia, slug-ft2

over-all length of fusehge, in.

distance from center of gravity to rear tip of
fusekage, in.

fineness ratio

.—— —— .— -—-
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s

v

w

e

T

wing area, sqft

laading speed, fps

gross weight, lb

angle between fuselage reference line and line
running through center of gravity to rear tip
of fuselage, deg

attitude (angle between fuselage reference line and
water surface), positive when

KPPARATLJSAIIDPROCEDURE

Description of Model

nose is up, deg

Photographs of the basic model used in this investigation are shown
in figure 1. A three-view drawing of the model is shown in figure 2.
The model was constructed principal.lyof balsa wood and was ballasted
internally to obtain the desired weight and moments of inertia. The

model had a wing span of ~ feet and a length of k feet. The center of

gravity was located at 30 percent of the mean aerodynamic chord and
1.55 inches below the wing root chord.

The basic fuselage was a streamline body of revolution with the
mudmum width at 50 percent of the length and a fineness ratio of 6.
The ordinates sre given in table I. The configurations tested are
shown in figure 3. By sweeping up the center line, the longitudinal
curvature of the fuselage bottom was increased, and by sweeping down
the center line, the longitudinal curvature of the bottom was decreased.
By splitting the center line inthe plan view, the cross section was
flattened. The origimal radii of the basic body were used with all
these changes in curvature.

The design requirements for the wing were that it produce enough
lift to fly the fuselage onto the water at the desired lsnding speeds
and that it remain clear of the water and have no hydrodynamic effect
on the behavior of the mdel. The atifoil section at the root was
NACA 23015 and at the tip NACA 23009. TIE wing had an area of 3.6 square
feet and a taper ratio of 0.4-55and was equipped with simple, half-span,
25-percent-ch&d flaps tith
removable auxiliary flaps.

5

.

a deflection &n& from 6(Y & -~0° and ~th
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The NACA 0015 airfoil section was used for the tail surfaces to
obtain the strength possible with a thick section. The horizontal tail
had an area of 0.8s square foot and was equipped with elevators large
enough to trim the model in stable flight at the desired attitude and
lamMng speeds. The horizontal tail was mounted high on the vertical
tail to keep it clear of the water. However, preliminary test runs
showed that the behavior of some of the models was such that the hori-
zontal tail was still heavily loaded by water. h order to minimize
the effect of hydrodynamic forces on the tail, the tail assembly was
attached to the fuselage by a weak strand of thread so that when it
became loaded with water it would break away and not inhibit the move-
ment of the fuselage. The lack of aerodynamic stability causedby
lmocking off the tail after the model contacted the water had no observ-
able effect on the subsequent behavior of the model.

Some of the physical characteristics of the model are listed in
table II and are converted to full-scale values for three general.sizes
of airplanes. The weight, wing area, wing loading, mments of inertia,
and landing speeds of the test model were chosen so that they would
scale up by Froude’s law of dynamic similarity to reasonable values for
these three general airplane types. These values ~ybe converted in
the same manner for any specific airplane which does not fit the three
examples in table II.

Test Methods and Equipment

The model was launched at knding speeds of 30, 40, SO, smd 60 feet
per secondby catapulting it from the Langley tank no. 2 monorail. The
control surfaces were set so that the model did not yaw or chsmge atti-
tude appreciably in flight. The wing lift was vsriedby changing the
wing-flap configuration so that the model was airborne at the desired
landing speed. At the landing speed of 30 feet per second the main
flaps were deflected 600 and the auxil&ry flaps were attached. At
40 feet per second the auxiliary flaps were removed smd the main flaps
deflected 20°. At 50 feet per second the main flaps were at 0° and a
full-span spoiler was added at the 25-percent-chord line. At 60 feet
per second the same spoiler was used and the flaps were deflected -30°.

The behavior of the model was recorded with a mtion-picture camera.
The nmtion-picture records were analyzed to obtain time histories of
speed, attitude, and center-of-gravityheight of the nmdel.

The model was launched at an attitude of 10°. This attitude is
near the maxhum lift angle for the wing and corresponds to the nose-
high land.ingattitudes generally recommended for ditching. The refer-
ence line for aU nmdels is the center line of the basic streamline
body.

.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

.

.,

A summary of the results obtained with the various fuselage con-
figurations is presented in table III. ~ical time-history plots of
speed, attitude, and center-of-gravity height are shown in figures 4
to 9 for the models of fineness ratio 6 and in figures 10 to 12 for the
models of fineness ratio 9. These plots show the dynsmic behavior of
the model.

In a full-scale ditching, a large increase in attitude causedby
suction on the rear of the fuselage is considered undesirable because
if failure occurs @ the suction is released the nose of the airplane
will pitch downward violently, and a dive will probably result. Rapid
changes in height during a ditching tndicate that water loads are
probably of sufficient magnitude to cause extensive damage to the fuse-
bge and endanger its occupants. The length of run gives an indication
of the severity of the longitudinal decelerations imposed upon the air-
plane and its occupants. Skipping, a motion in which the airplane leaves
the water momentarily after landing, cam also lead to loss of control,
hazardous motions, and extensive damage upon recontact.

Behavior of the Wdels of Fineness Ratio 6

Model A.- The behavior of the basic configuration, model A, was
very much the same at all the Mding speeds, as shown in figure 4.
Immediately after contact with the water the model pitched up to about
350 or 40°. This rapid increase in attitude was acco~aniedby very
little change in the height of the center of gravity above the water.
The model thus rotated about its center of gravity so that at the peak
attitude the entire rear half of the fuselage was submerged. Such a
large amount of fuselage mibmerged indicates that negative pressures
were developed to pull it under. When the peak positive attitude was
reached the nmdel had slowed considerably; then the attitude decreased
rapidly and the madel actually attained a slightly negative attitude.
The rest of the landing run was at very low speeds and involved only
slight changes in attitude and height until the nmdel came to rest.

The behavior of this model wouldbe undesirable for airplanes with
1 weak fuselsge bottoms. Ehrknsive bottom failure would suddenly release

the suction forces on the rear fuselage and allow the nose of the air-1
plane to pitch downward violently from a high angle, so that a dive
would probably result. Should the bottombe strong enough to resist
damage orbe only slightly crumpled, this behavior wouldbe satisfactory
at all landing speeds, since the airplane would stick to the water with
no tendency to skip. ‘

.
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behavior of model B, like that of the basic nmdel,
landing speed (fig. 5). The behavior of model B was
the basic model except that the maximum attitudes

were about 10° lower than those attained by the basic model. Because
of the minimm longitudinal curvature, model B contacted the water first
on the tip of the fuselage; therefore the increase in attitude was
delayed for about 0.15 second wbile the tip was sinking in.

The same restrictions regarding fusehge strength discmsed for
model A apply to model B. However, the lower maximum attitudes attained
by model B make its behavior more desirable than that of model A.

Model C.- The behavior of nmdel C also varied little with landing
speed, but mre increase in attitude than with nmdels A and B was noted
as landing speed increased. The behavior of model C is shown in fig-
ure 6. The maximm”attitudes attained by model C were very high (53° at
a landing speed of 60 feet per second), about 100 to 15° higher than the
attitudes attatied by the basic model. The peak attitudes were accompanied
by only slight increases in height and the rear half of the fusebge was
completely submerged. After the peak positive attitudes were reached,
the attitude decreased to about 0°, whereas the attitude of model A
decreased to about -1OO. No other appreciable differences h the low-
speed part of the run were noticed.

The extremely high attitudes attatiedby model C make it a less
desirable shape than nmdels

Mcdel D.- The behavior
mum attitudes attained (20°
and were considerably lower
model. The initial peak in

AandB.

of nmdel D is shoyn in figure 7. The maxi-
to 25°) varied little with lmiling speed
than the attitudes attained by the basic
the height curve increased with increase in

landing speed. The peak indicates a skipping tendency which was mag-
nifiedby an increase in speed. At 30 feet per second the skipping
tendency was not noticeable to the observer, but at @ feet per second
the skipphg tendency was very apparent and the model almst cleared the
water. When landed at 50 feet per second the model made one very severe
skip and ahmst cleared the water a second time. At 60 feet per second
the initial skip was so severe that the model sometties fell back into
the water out of control and hit the side of the tamk. When the model
did remain stable during the initial skip, a second and less severe skip
followed, but the nmdel was so far away from the camera and so much
obscured by spray that the film could not be amalyzed; hence, the termi-
nation of the plots in figure 7 after the initial skip.

Model D exhibited none of the sucking-down tendency so noticeable
in the behavior of the basic model. The behavior of nmdel D at 30 feet
per second, and possibly at kO feet per second, wouldbe cotiidered

.
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satisfactory; however, the skips which occur at 50 and 60 feet per sec-
ond are very dangerous.

Model E.- The most significant motion h the behavior of nmdel E

(fig. 8) was the tripping action of the flat tail immediately after
contact. The fkt tip contacted the water and bounced out; a decrease
in attitude resulted so that the model recontacted at a near-level atti-
tude. This behavior caused a severe impact with the water and is con-
sidered a very dangerous motion. The model exhibited practically no
tendency to increase its attitude, and at none of the speeds tested did
it ever regain its 100 contact attitude. The attitude’changes through-
out the entire run were ~adual and of smaU magnitude. At 30 and
@ feet per second there was no appreciable skipping tendencyon second
contact, but at 50 feet per second a definite peak occurred in the height
plot and the model almost cleared the water. At 60 feet per second a
comparatively mild, low-angle skip occurred. After recontacting the
water a tendency to skip again was apparent, but the model did not com-
pletely clesr the water.

Model E showed marked directional instability in that it never
maintained a straight course during the landing run; it always turned
either left or right. At 60 feet per second it would turn far enough
to hit the side of the tank before the ruh could be completed; the pre-
mature termination of the plots in figure 8 indicates that the model
struck the side of the tank.

,
The behavior of this model is considered unsatisfactory at sll

landing speeds because of the directional instability and the violent
nose-down pitching immediately after contact. This pitching could be
alleviated by a near-level landing attitude, but the high speeds gen-
erally associated with near-level landings would cause the airplane to
skip from the water.

Mel F.- The behavior of nmdelF
mum a~s (30° to 40°) attained by
attitudes of =el D, and the peaks of
slightly higher than those for model D

.

is shown in figure 9. The mxiF
model F were much higher than the
the height curve for nmdel F were
at corresponding speeds. Mel F

almost skipped at 40 feet per second, and at 50 feet per second it made
a very bad skip and almost cleared the water a second time. At 60 feet
per second the model skipped twice, and such a large mount of spray was
sent up upon recontact after the first skip that the plots in figure 9
were terminated there.

The behavior of this model, like that of model D, wouldbe satis-
factory at landing speeds of 30 and @ feet per.second but the skipping
which occurs at 50 and 60 feet per second is dangerous. The higher..
attitudes attained by this model make its behavior less desirdble than
that of mdelD.

.
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Behatior of the Mcdels of Fineness Ratio 9 f.
Model G.- The behavior of model G is shmm in figure 10. The mxi-

mum attitudes attained were lower than those of model A, the similar con-
figuration of fineness ratio 6. The peaks of the height plots show more
‘variationwith speed and at the higher landing speeds the peaks are
higher than those of model A. The lengths of run were longer ad more
tendency to skip was observed with model G than with mxlel A.

The behavior of this model is satisfactory at the landing speeds
of 30 and 40 feet per second. There is notldng particularly violent
about the behavior at 50 and 60 feet per second, but there is a strong
tendency for the model to skip at 60 feet per second though it never
completely clesrs the water.

Model H.- The behavior of model H is shown in figme Xl. The maxi-
mum attitudes were much the same as those of model B, the similar con-
figuration of fineness ratio 6. The peaks of the height plots were
higher, the lengths of run were longer, smd a stronger tendency to skip
was noticed, especially at the higher landing speeds, with model H than
with model B. There was little difference in the behavior of models H
and G. Model Hbad slightly less tendency to skip than nmdel G, and
the ~ attitudes attained by model H were slightly lower than
those of nmdel G. There was nothing violent about the behavior of this
model, and, like model G, it is considered satisfactory except for the

.

borderline skipping tendency at the knding speed of 60 feet per second.

Model J.- The behavior of nmdel J is shown in figure 12. The maxi-
mum attitudes were lower, the lengths of run longer, the height peaks
higher, and the tendency to skip more pronounced than with model C.
There was little difference in the
higher attitudes attained by mqdel
than that of nmdels G and H.

Comparison

behavior of models J and G. The
J make its behavior less desirable

of Behavior

Figure 13 compsxes the maximum pesks (exclusive of the 10° contact
attitude) of the attitude curves of figures 4 to 12. Figure 14 compares

()
the values of h amd figure 15 compares the lengths of runs for

Em

all the configurations tested. A comparison of the skipping tendencies
of the models is shown in figure 16. The height and attitude plots do
not by themselves give a readily interpretable measure of the skipping
tendency of the mdels. A variety of expressions involving functions
of height and attitude have been examined b a sesrch for one which
indicates the occurrence of skipping and at the same time gives some

I
.
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measure of the tendency to skip as observed in the tests. The expres-
sion h/a plotted in figure 16 meets these requirements for au the

present tests, as weU. as for a number ofmdel tests of specific air-
● plane configurations. When the ratio h/a (fig. 17) is greater than”

unity skipping occurs, and when it is less than unity the nmdel does
not skip. As the values of h/a approach unity the tendency to skip
is apparent in the motion pictures of the nmdel tests, and as the
values of h/a increase beyond unity a corresponiHng increase in the
severity of the skipping is found.

Effect of changes in longitudinal curvature.- The Sumaryplot of

maximum attitudes (fig. 13) shows that u increase in longitudinal
curvature increased the ~ attitudes attained by the nmdels with

both the cross sections tested. No noticeable effect on
()

Q
L=

and

the length of run was obtainedby changing the longitudinal curvature
(figs. 14and 15).

If the cross section is circular a minimum amount of longitudinal
curvature gives the best behavior. If the cross section is flattened
a modemtely curved profile is best.

Effect of flattening the cross section.- Figure 13 shows that the
models having the flattened cross section did not reach the high maxi-
mum attitude attained by the nmdels with the circular cross section.

. This reduction in maximum attitude was greatest for the models having
the minimum longitudinal curvature.

Flattening the cross section eliminated or reduced the suction
effects that were so noticeable with the nmdels having the circular
cross section. Therefore, the nmdels with the flattened cross section
made longer runs.

Figure 16 shows that a dangerous skipping tendency was introduced
by flattening the cross section. This skipping tendency was increased
by increasing the longitudinal curvature or by increasing the landing
speed. At the lower lan&lng speeds the flattened cross section is
desirable except where there is no ’longitudinalcurvature. At the
higher landing speeds a circular cross section should be used to avoid
skipping.

Effect of fuselage.fineness ratioo- In general, the runs were

P

( )Imxh
longer, the values of ~ greater, the attitudes lower, and the

tendency to skip greater for models of fineness ratio 9 thanfor similar
cotiigurations of fineness ratio 6. me increase in fineness ratio
reduced the sucking-down tendenqy and the effect of changes in

_..— .—.———
—— —.-
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longitudinal curvature was minimized with reference, in particular, to
the madmmm attitudes attained. Consequently, the higher fineness
ratio is considered more moderate in behavior and wiU make the safer
ditchings.

Effect of landing speed.- Increasing the Landing speed had little
effect on the behavior of the models with the circular cross section.
The only noticeable effect was that, in general, increases in landing
speed slightly increased the maximum attitude amgles. This was untrue
only for the basic model (model A), which had a higher maximum atti- ,
tude when landed at 30 feet per second than when landed at 40 or
50 feet per second. “For the models having the f~ttened cross section,
the maximum attitudes were also increased slightly with an increase in
speed but the biggest effect of an increase in speed was to Mgnify
greatly the tendency to skip.

If high landing speeds are necessary, mh.imum longitudinal C~-

ture and circular cross sections are most desirable, md high longi-
tudinal curvatures with flattened cros~ sections become very dangerous.
At the lower landing speeds, moderate longitudinal curvatures and
moderately curved C=S= sections are most-desirable.

COI?C!LUSIONS

As a result of sm experimental investigation of the effect of rear-
fusehge shape on ditching behavior, the folJ_owingconclusions were
&awn:

1. Flattening the cross section decreased the mximum attitudes
attained, decreased the possibility of negative pressuresl sucking
the rear fuselage under, introduced a skipping tendency, and increased
the length of run. At the lower landing speeds the flattened cross
section is desirable except where there is no longitudinal curvature
of the fuseliagebottom. At the higher landing speeds a rounded cross
section should be used to avoid skipping.

2. Increasing the longitudinal curvature of the fusekge bottom
increased the maximum attitude angles attained, and, with the cross
section flattened, increased the tendency to skip. If the cross sec-
tion is rounded a minimum amount of longitudinal curvature gives the
best behavior. If the cross section is flattened a moderately curved
profile is best.

3. ticreasing the fineness ratio of the fuse~e increased the
length of run, increased the nmxhum center-of-gravity height, increased
the skipping tendency, decreased the maximum attitudes attained, and

.
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decreased the possibility of negative pressures. The fuselage with
the higher fineness ratio is more moderate in behavior and will make
the safer ditchings.

4. Increasing the landing speed, in general, slightly increased
the maximum attitudes attained, and, with the cross section flattened,
mm@-fied the tendency to skip. If high landing speeds are necessary,
mirdmnm longitudinal.curvature smd rounded cross sections are most
desirable and high longitudinal curvatures with flattened cross sec-
tions become very dangerous. At the lower lsnding speeds, moderate
longitudinal curvatures and moderately curved cross sections are most
desirable.

Langley Aeronauticd Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,

Langley Field, Va., February 18, 1953.

c

.

.
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TABIXI

FUSELAGE ORDINNI!ES

Deviation from fuselage

Radius,
reference line, in.

Fuselage in.
station, swept-up Swept-down Split

in. center line center line ctiter line

n=6 n=9 n=6 n=9 n=6 n=9 n=6

o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

.5 .85 .57 0 0 0 0 0
1 1.16 .77 0 0 0 0 0

1.60 1.08 0 0 0 0 0
; 1.93 1.29 0 0 0 0 0

2.21 1.47 0 0 0 0 0
2 2.65 1.77 0 0 0 0 0
8 2.88 1.92 0 0 0 0 0
10 3.25 2.17 0 0 0 0 0
12 3.46 2.31 0 0 0 0 0
16 3.77 2.52 0 0 0 0 0
20 3.94 2.63 0 0 0 0 0
24 4.00 2.67 0 0 0 0 0
28 3.88 2.59 .U .08 -.12 -.08 *.06

3.54 2.36 .46 .31 -.46 -.31 *.23
;: 2.94 1.g6 1.06 .71 -1.06 -.71 + .53
M 2.06 1.37 1.94 1.29 -1.94 -1.29 *.97

1.57 1.05 2.43 1.62 -2.43 -1.62 *1.215
E 1.06 .71 2.94 1.96 -2.94 “1.96 *1.47
46 .54 .36 3.46 2.31 -3.46 -2.31 +1.73
47 .27 .18 3.73 :.: -3●73 -2.48 *1.865
48 0 0 4.00 . -4.00 -2.67 +2.00

=s=”

.

.
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CONVERSION OP MODEL TEST REEWLII?2TO FUILMXU APFLICA!lZOli

!Cestmdel amumed to be -

PhyBical ckracteri.et ics Test rwdel -J=- scale 1 stale -J=- scale
10 G- 20
fighter tramrpm-t ‘bmber

Gross weight, W, lb...... . . 12.5 12,500 42,CO0 l-m,oGo

Wingarea, s,sq ft..... . . . 3.6 360 810 1,440

Wing loading, W/S, lb/sq ft . . . . 3.47 34.7 52 69.5

Moments of inertia, slug-fi2:
Ix (roll) . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.2JS7 21,570 163,2% 6x),1zJ

Iy (pitch) . . . . . . . . . . . 0.21.57 21,570 163,2% 690,131

Iz (yaw) . . . . . . . . . . . . o.3%2 38,820 2939914 1,242,236

{

30 f-pa --------- --------- 80 knots

~SWed, V........ .
40 fps --------- 92 knots lti klmts

50 fps 94 W&s L15 knots 132 ImOta

60 f’pS IJ2 Imots 138 knots -----.---

I G
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-III

SUMMARYOF RESULTSOBTAINEDWlxE TBE VARIOUSMmEIS

l.bdelconfiguration

()
~ ~ g Length -t~on Length

Finenessspeed, trim, of Skl.p,of s~p, of =>
)esigna-Center-Mne ~tio fps (leg Llmx fuselage fuselage
tion deviation > sec

n lengths mhs

38.5 0.133 --- ---- 3.5

A None 6 % 34.0 .170 --- ---- 5.1
35.0 .175 --- ----

z 42.0 .185 --- ---- 2::

30 25.0 .108 --- ---- 5.0

B sweptdown 6 40 .145 --- ---- 6.0
$:: .150 --- ---- 5.8

z 32.0 .170 --- ---- 7.0

44.0 .152 --- ---- 3.6

c sweptup 6 E 48.0 .163 --- ---- 4.1
50 49.5 .158 --- ---- 4.7
60 53.0 .180 --- ---- 4.8

19.5 .175 --- ---- 7.0

D straight 6 E 24.0 .238 --- ---- 9.3
@l Sput 24.5 .297 2.5 0.29 13.2

2 24.0 .400 5.9 .55 ----

.110 --- —-- 7.3

E sweptdown 6 % ::: .150 --- ---- I.l.o
and split 7.5 .187 --- ---- XL.6

: 8.5 .215 1.7 .16 ----

32.0 .172 --- ---- 4.7

F
swept up 6 : 38.0 .240 --- ---- 7.2
andsplit 42.0 .343 .33 10.0

: 43.0 .425 ::; .53 ----

30 .058 --- ---- 5.2

G None 9
40 ::: .163 --- ---- 5.8

33.5 g --- ---- 9.5
z 34.0 1.5 .18 11.5

40 24.0 .149 --- ---- 6.3
H Sweptdown 9 28.0 .219 --- ---- 7.4

6? 31.0 .251 --- ---- 9.1

30 34.0 .log --- ---- 4.0

J Sweptup 9
40 34.5 .169 --- ----

38.0 .197 --- ---- Y!
2 41.5 .242 --- ---- U.3 .

.
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(a) llcontView.

Figme 1.- me tiel of fineness ratio 6 in the IMsic configuration.
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(b) Rmfiletiew.

Figure 1.- Continued.
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(c) Three-qumter bottom tiew.

Figure 1.. Concluded.
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Figure 2.- T&ee-vieW dram of the basic model (fineness ratio 6).
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Plan view

‘Fuselage refer~nce line -

Profile view A Ad
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Figure 3.-Continued.
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Model G - MSic configuration; ftieness ratio 9.
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